69 diagram

It's called "69" because of the way it looks when you and your man match your mouths to each
other's genitals. And, while it may take a little more coordination and confidence than other
bedroom moves, the effort is usually worth it. There are a few ways to tackle this maneuver. If
you want to control how much pressure you receive, try the girl-on-top position. Straddle your
guy's chest, facing his toes, lean forward, and straighten out your legs, so you have easy
access to his below-the-belt area and he has access to yours. Another way to get into this pose
is to have your man lie across the width of the bed with his head hanging slightly over the edge
while you stand on the floor over him. Start kissing his mouth, then crawl over him onto the
bed, licking your way down from his chest all the way to his groin until you're both in the
mouth-to-genitals position. If being on top gets a little tiring, or you just want to give your guy
the randy reins, lie back and let him straddle you. One of the advantages of this pose: Your
hands are free to titillate him even more. So, gently fondle his shaft, testicles, and perineum â€”
the nerve-packed stretch of skin between his butt and balls â€” in conjunction with your mouth
moves and you'll send currents of pleasure coursing through his bod. Finally, there's the
side-by-side pose, where you both lie of your sides facing each other, with your mouths directly
in front of the other's genitals. If you bend your top legs at the knee and put your feet flat on the
bed, you can use each other's lower thighs as a cushion to rest your heads. All these positions
might take a little maneuvering. The trick is to experiment until you figure out what works best
for both of you. Also, don't freak if your erotic endeavors don't result in the most amazing
orgasm ever. Some people find it difficult to concentrate on their own pleasure while focusing
on their partner. If that's the case, just enjoy the act for what it is â€” an incredibly sexy,
intimate way for you and your man to connect and turn each other on. More Goodies. United
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Besides, the person better at giving oral often finds themselves punished for their superior
skills, since the receiver starts moaning loudly, taking a break from orally pleasing their partner.
To do the 69 sex position correctly, the two people involved need to both give and receive oral
simultaneously. The same is true if you just want to give oral. Again, this is totally
fineâ€”whatever floats your boatâ€”but then you might want to pass on ing and opt for another
awesome sex position instead. Now, as for the people who like Most people who like 69 have
put in the work to become pros at the complicated position. They find a style that works for both
of them, where neither are straining their necks to get where they need to go. How it works :
Two people align themselves so that each person's mouth is near the other's genitals. This is
done by having one person lie down on their back. The other lies on top of them with their
knees straddling their partner's head. The two people can then perform oral sex on one another.
In opposite-sex partners, the woman is typically the person on top, whereas the man is on his
back. Pro tip : Use a pillow or a sex wedge if you're struggling to reach or find yourself straining
your neck or another part of your body. How it works: It's the same as the classic, however,

instead of the woman being on top, the man is. Perks of variation: While not inherent in the
variation itself, the inverted 69 position tends to be a rougher experience. It's an ideal position
for women who like to deepthroat because with the man on top, he has more control of his
thrusting ability and can go a lot harder and deeper down the throat. How it works: Instead of
positioning one on top of the other, both participants are lying on their sides. Perks of variation:
If you're struggling to reach each other's genitals with the classic 69, sideways 69 may be the
position for you. In my experience, it makes it easier to reach everything. It also requires less
work for the person who's traditionally on top. While on top, you're often on your knees and at
least one elbow, which can get strenuous if done for long periods of time. How it works: Instead
of having your partner lie on top of you, have them squat over you. Perks of variation : This will
require lower back, glute, and quad strength and flexibility, but if they have it, it's a fun variation
on the classic. The squat variation also allows for better ass slapping. How it works : Rather
than lying on a flat surface, you actually hold your partner up-side-down while you're standing.
Perks of variation: You will feel like a god if you're able to pull this off. Cons of variation: Unless
you are a muscle daddy, odds are you won't have the strength to pick up your partner safely.
That's why this position is ideal when your partner is particularly petite. How it works : In
addition to orally stimulating your partner, use either your fingers or a sex toy to penetrate
them. Or, if your partner is into it, you can eat their vagina while you finger their anus or
vice-a-versa. You can do this with men, too. While being blown, have your partner massage
your prostate for more intense pleasure. Perks of variation: With internal stimulation, pleasure
rises exponentially for both parties involved. How it works: While we're on the topic of
anal-inclusive 69 variants, you can just eat out your partner's booty exclusively. Or, a variation
that is common among two men is when the "bottom" the one receiving anal blows their
partner, where the top the man who will insert his penis into his partner eats out their partner's
anus. It's a form of foreplay to loosen and warm up the bottom for penetrative anal sex. How it
works : Well, first and foremost you need to bring a special third in for the threesome While
lying on your side with your partners in a triangle formation, each partner performs oral on the
next person. In this position, you will perform oral on one partner and receive oral from the
other. Perks of variation: It's hot to have a third person in on all the fun. It's also a threesome
position that's equally inclusive of all parties involved. United States. Type keyword s to search.
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